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My Capstone Library
The perfect Capstone Interactive eBook is waiting for you! Choose from different subjects, genres and levels to
find just the right book. And every title is supported by audio recorded by professional voice-over artists!

Multiple Meaning Words Worksheets | edHelper
Detecting multiple word meanings and uses is an integral part of vocabulary development and, in turn, reading
comprehension. This grade 5-8 unit with no prep workbooks will challenge your students to delve into
homographs with options to complete sentences, choose correct usage, and compose original sentences.

Reading comprehension, English comprehension
My great grandfather left China in the 1840s to seek his fortune in the United States of America. During the
Gold Rush of 1849, he amassed a sizeable fortune and wisely set up several restaurants and hotels.

The Nightingale Comprehension | Worksheet | Education.com
After your child has finished reading our illustrated version of The Nightingale by Hans Christian Andersen,
have her complete this comprehension page to test her understanding of the story.

National Geographic Magazine
National Geographic stories take you on a journey that’s always enlightening, often surprising, and unfailingly

fascinating.

Palaeontology Differentiated Reading Comprehension Activity
How does this resource excite and engage children's learning? Differentiated reading comprehension activity
which compares Mary Anning and modern palaeontologists.
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This differentiated comprehension activity will support learners in reading and responding to questions on a
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